longest sequence of consecutive D-digits (resp. 1-digits) between the first n digits ? This problem has thoroughly been investigated by many authors, see e.g. [1] and [2] .
1.-In the paper [4] , one of the authors modified the problem as follows. Let 1 < q < 2 be an arbitrary number and consider the expansions of the number 1 of the following type :
oo (
1)
1 = V^ --5 HI € N are different (natural numbers).
i=l q
For some values q this expansion is not unique so the uniqueness problem can be investigated as well (see [5] , [6] ). Recently the second and third author proved in [7] that in the case q = v^2 there exists an expansion 1 with the property : (2) sup(n^+i -rii) = oo.
i
The authors of the present paper, V. KOMORNIK and M. HORVATH solved the uniqueness problem of the expansion (1) in [5] and [6] , further P. ERDOS and I. Joo studied in [8] the properties of the sequence (n^+i -rii).
In this paper consider the following properties of the expansion (1) (2') sup nl = oo, Obviously (2') =^ (2) and (3) ==^ (3 7 ), further the reverse statements do not hold in general.
THEOREM 1 (cf. [8] Consider arbitrary numbers l+^<^i<^2<2, and sufficiently large t € N :
It follows from 1 -\-6 < q\ that there exists k <, c (6) with Ek = 1. Consequently
Denote Bn the set of those 1 + 6 < q < 2 for which there exists an expansion of 1 satisfying rii/i > t for ni > n. Take a number TV > 2n. We see that between ^N and N there exist > ^t consecutive zeros for -1 any q G Bn. Indeed, assume the contrary. Then between ^N and N there exist^N
nd then z > ^N/t and rii < N would imply that r^/z < j^. The contradiction shows that there exists > ^t consecutive zeros between N and N ; hence q can be covered by an interval of length < (l_p^)-^/2-t/3+c (6) see (5) Remark. -By (3) =^ (3') the same statement holds with (3) instead of(3Q. Proof. -Take any value 1 < qo < 2 and any expansion 1 == ]C^/^o-The set of <7 for which there exists an expansion of 1 starting witĥ i,... ,En, forms an interval whose length tends to zero when n -^ oo. This can be verified just as in (5) . Consequently it is enough to prove that given qo and n arbitrary we have 2^° many q € C whose "good" expansion ON EXPANSIONS 1 =^q n^ 511 starts with ^i,..., En' Fix a sequence n < n\ < n^ ... satisfying (3) and construct a set P of infinite subsets of the set {^i,^...} such that Pi,?2 ^ P implies Pi C ?2 or P^ C Pi and there are 2^° elements of P. This can be done in the usual way mapping the set {n^} onto the set of rational numbers Q in a one-to-one way and then consider the sets Q H ]-oo, x[, x C R. Now for every P e P it corresponds to a q = qp by the rule i=y£i+ y ±. n^pT
hen qp e (7 and for different P the value qp is also different (in case PI C ?2 we have q^ < q^). Proof. -Almost the same is proved in [6] . It runs as follows. We apply induction onn.Ifn=l then An = {0,1} so the statement is true. Suppose it for An and prove for An-\-i. Obviously we have (6) An^=AnU(q n +An).
Now if in
An there is an element larger than q^, the smallest element of q 71 + An, then the inductional hypothesis gives the statement by (6) . If not, we have to check that the distance between the largest element of An and q 71 is not larger than 1, i.e.
But this is true since 1 < q < 2. Proof. -Define the polynomial Qr bŷ
We see that the polynomial Qy-decreases for 1 < x < XQ^ increases for XQ <, x < 2, where XQ = 2(r + l)/(r + 2), further Qr(l) = 0, Qr(2) = 1. It shows that Qr(x} has exactly one zero ^ in ]1, 2[ and a;o < ^r < 2. It implies at once that ^ ^> 2 as r -^ oo. On the other hand
which shows that ^r-i < ^r-
r Jor some r ^ 1 and An = An{q). Then we have An
Proof. -By ^ = ^ we have Pr(^) == 0, i.e. and equality holds for r = 1. Indeed, we can transform the numberŝ
which implies (9) . This shows that if y e An and y > q"" then the first r Vi '=y-Y^ ^ €A^_^_i.
i=n-r
Since 9 n-l + ... + (f^ = g^ -9 nr-l , this implieŝ -r -1 < y, < g™-1 + 1.
Iterating this process we finally find a value 1 <, n <^ r + 1 and y G An, q 71 < y < 1 + q 1^. But this is impossible since n < r + 1 implies that ^n ^ 1 + <7 + ... + ^n -l . The contradiction proves the LEMMA 3. Q Now introduce the Fibonacci-type sequence Fn^ by the recursion : Proof. -Consider first the case n < r. Then
and then from the obvious relation
we see at once that
further (b) is also true and equality holds only for n = r + 1. Now let n ^ r + 1. Then An and q n + An has nonempty intersection since q^ = ^n -l + ... + q n~r~l . We show that in this case the sets An and q^ + An has overlapping maximal possible. Namely every y e An, y > q^ belongs to q 71 + An. More precisely : 
The proof of (b) for n > r + 1 is obvious : in An and in A^ + q 71 the minimal distance is 1/q and they overlap maximally hence in A^+i the minimal distance is also 1/q. THEOREM 4 is proved. [] 3. -In the following part of this paper we consider two other problems related to the papers of ERDOS, RENYI [3] and ERDOS, REVESZ [1] . To formulate the first one, fix a number 1 < q < 2 and expand any number 0 < x < 1 by the so-called greedy expansion
We assert that The second problem arises in a heads or tails game with an asymmetric piece of money. We represent it as a random variable whose value is zero with probability p, 0 < p < 1 and 1 with probability q = 1 -p. Consider a sequence x\^ x^^... of independent random variables with such distributions. Introduce the quantities On '.= log n -log log log n + K with some constant K < 0 to be specified later. We prove the On := log n -log log n -log log log n -K where log denotes the logarithm of base q/{q -1) and
-'^-.iTD ? have We have
The exponent can be estimated as follows if n > no
( l~l\ a n (\ n 1 i-i^ < l/9-l^" "
IT'^' vCT'^1^"^"^ a,;
1 / ^ N^ log n log log n n -.) Proof. -Consider the sequence of n consecutive zeros with minimal first index. The probability of the event that this minimal index is the first is p 71 , the probability of the event that it is A: (2 < k < n+1) is qp n because the (k -l)th digit must be equal to 1. Hence LEMMA 7 follows. [] 
£=0
TT^en ^e probability of D is
Proo/. -The events C^ are independent and one of them has probability p^ (1 + Onq) by LEMMA 7. \\ Now we give upper estimate for the probability of D. Because
=:w
Let a^ := logn -log log log n + K with some constant ^, where log is of base 1/p. Then we have^ _^K log log n hence the exponent of 1/e in TV iŝ log log n n 1 , , /<-P -----9 log n ---= j. log log np^ q n 41ogn 4^^^ĉ
Choose -K to be large enough, then the probability of D^ir. can be estimated as follows :
/."i^iu j < e / J -n 0ĥ ence El^/." ^E^< oo so according to Borel-Cantelli lemma, almost every x belongs to finitely many D^/prz only i.e. for every n > no(x) the first n digits contain consecutive 0-s of length On. THEOREM 6 is proved. Q 520 ERDOS (P.), JOO (M.) AND JOO (I.) At last we state the following questions.
Problem 3. -Investigate the behaviour of n,+i/n, for the greedy, lazy or arbitrary expansions (see [8] ). j=l ' k=l q has the property that 1 has exactly n + 1 expansions. Describe the set of all 9's having this property.
The third author is indebted to Professor Christiane FROUGNY (Paris) for her valuable discussion (in Budapest, 1991, May) on the topic of this paper and the connections of these problems with those in the theory of finite automata [9, 10, 11] .
